About – Lara Turney
With over 25 years in the construction industry, Lara has a sincere appreciation for the
many points of view that are part of the renovation or building experience. In a sense
she speaks many languages as she has worked in architecture, interiors, construction
management, and facilities management. These unique experiences have given Lara
first-hand knowledge of the variety of perspectives and how each participant in the
process contributes to a successful result.
What makes Lara’s approach distinct is the ability to translate a client’s needs and
wants into an elegant, beautifully designed solution that remains true to the project
intention. She is both responsive to the needs of the client and contractor while
maintaining design integrity and collegial relationships. She is committed to discovering
relevant, cost responsive and innovative design solutions. Lara produces lasting,
timeless spaces which enrich your life experiences and will nurture future generations.
Lara holds a Master of Architecture degree from Syracuse University and a Bachelor of
Fine Arts Degree in Interior Design from Pratt Institute. While employed in architectural
and construction management firms she contributed to several published projects in
notable design magazines.
Lara also enjoys teaching design and most recently served as a studio mentor for a
“Virtual Studio for the Post-Covid World” through a connection with a professor at
Ryerson University in Toronto, Canada.
You can expect a partnership when you work with Lara. She approaches each project as
an opportunity for growth and understanding and the results are designs which exceed
your expectations.
It’s not too soon to talk about your project’s potential. How can we partner to find
creative spatial solutions? Your living or work surroundings need to both accommodate
and enhance life in all its possibilities. It takes resourceful design and attention to detail
to compose environments that are practical at their most beautiful. Let's start together!

